The next generation of digital signage.

INTRODUCTION

Spark is a content management system for digital and interactive
signage, integrated with a custom interface designer, hardware
manager, and hosting service.
Our mission is to provide you with the universal platform for the
deployment and consumption of out-of-home, visual content
(directories, info, internet, live TV, videos, games, advertising,
menus, maps, news, weather, and much more).
Spark is compatible with digital signage, video walls, kiosks,
tablets, and other public screen devices.

VALUE PROPOSITIONS

ALL INSTALLATIONS!
Spark support a wide array of Windows and Android
screen hardware. TVs, video walls, kiosks, tablets, and touch screens.!
!
!
!
ALL PRESENTATIONS!
Design interfaces with the most feature-rich content
creation tools. Widgets, loops, menus, streaming, and tons more.!
!
!
!
ALL BUDGETS!
Sold for the most affordable single license fee, globally.
USD $235, per device (charged annually for cloud hosting, one-time for onsite hosting).!

SIMPLE SETUP,
EASY WORKFLOW
Spark CMS
Use the web-based Spark CMS to set up interfaces for any
display resolution and orientation, upload media assets, drag-anddrop widgets, schedule content, and manage hardware.

Spark Player
Install Spark Player software on digital signage devices like TV
boxes, mini-computers, and tablets. Spark Player pairs with your
Spark CMS account, allowing you to publish interfaces to screens
in moments.

Spark Networks (Cloud & Onsite)
Your Spark content can be hosted and distributed via our
plug-and-play cloud network, or by installing Spark’s onsite
network to your local servers.

Optimized for Chrome
Use with any laptop or desktop computer
Use with Spark’s cloud and onsite networks
Support any screen resolution and orientation
Go live quickly with beautiful templates
Customize everything with drag-and-drop
widgets (no zoning, no restrictions)
Create multi-language interfaces

Spark CMS!
The powerful interface designer and content
manager for digital signage.
Start your free trial today at
demo.sparkscreens.com

Schedule content
Create unlimited users and set permissions
Manage signage hardware remotely
Use in English, Simplified Chinese, and
Traditional Chinese

For Windows and Android
Runs on 2 GB RAM, 16 GB Storage
Network connection required for setup and
updates only
Use with compatible TV boxes, minicomputers, tablets, and more
Use with Spark’s cloud and onsite networks

Spark Player!

Support any screen resolution and orientation

The workhorse software that keeps content
running on your screens, with smooth
playback and reliable uptime.

Display single-page signage, signage loops,
and interactive menus

Spark Player is available to Publisher
subscribers.

Support multi-language interfaces
Run scheduled content

Cloud Network!
!

No server hardware required
No technical experience required
Plug-and-play setup
Unlimited storage and bandwidth
Automatically scales to run thousands of
players

Spark Networks!
Choose either cloud or onsite hosting to
deploy and run your signage network, with
maximum uptime and no extra fees.
Free trials begin on the cloud network.

Spark platform receives regular updates
Onsite Network!
Install on Windows or Linux servers
(1 primary, with 1 backup recommended)
Requires 2.6+ GHz processor, 16 GB RAM,
1 TB Storage, 1 Gigabit NIC

SOLUTIONS
Whether you’re running one type of screen or many,
Spark has you covered. Support all audience
engagement experiences from a single platform.

Digital Signage

Video Walls

Need devices? We help coordinate the most
affordable hardware solutions through our trusted
manufacturing network.

Tablets

Kiosks

Touch Screens

SECTORS
Conventions

Hospitality

Corporate

Medical

Culture

Retail

Education

Security

Gaming

Transit

AUDIENCES
Spark screen are used everyday to engage consumers, patrons,
staff, stakeholders, patients, students, and more.

200+!

screens and
counting use
Spark.!

Engaging thousands
of individuals everyday,
around the world.!

YOUR BUSINESS ADVANTAGES

Other Solutions

Total layout and content customization in minutes

Generic templates prevent a unique brand experience

Deploys instantly for varied use cases

Custom development often required

Supports all compatible hardware

Often limited to proprietary hardware

No upfront fees

Professional service & development fees

USD $235 license per device!
(annual for cloud, one-time for onsite hosting)

More expensive with multiple cost layers
(by users, sites, storage, tools, etc.)

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Visit our Knowledge Centre
for helpful tips and tricks.

+1-844-658-7815
Toll free international support.

support@sparkscreens.com
Write to us for help.

Same-day responses
during business hours.

A BIT ABOUT US
EXPERTISE

The Spark team has collectively produced over 100 software applications for
enterprise clients, Hollywood studios, game publishers, professional athletes, and
more, including a custom kiosk system deployed into over 1,000 restaurants.

FUNDING

We’re backed by over USD $1.2M in public and private funding, from global
investors in North America and Asia.

TECHNOLOGY

Spark is built to scale. Our proprietary engine innovates from the bottom up,
allowing us to develop next-generation tools in a fraction of the time.
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Visit sparkscreens.com for more.
Send inquiries to contact@sparkscreens.com.

